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ABST•ACT

The method of reducing the reflection losses at glass surfaces by
depositing thin films of na.-.nesium fluoride, calcium fluoride, or sodium
alumbnin fluoride on the glass by evaporatio n high vacuum as perfected
by Cartlwright and Turner, has been invest iatee in d'ti-. e action
of the filMs depends on two things: first, their refractive indexes
are IM-ch lower then the refractive index of glass so that even a thin
layer of the film material reduces the reflection; and second, .rhen the
films are made to be one-quarter ,-ave-length thick for any chosen wave-
length, a minimum of reflected light intensity results from interference
of the raves raflected from the front and back surfaces of the film.
The effect of film thickness is illustrated by a calculation of the
"transmission for monochromatic light of a glass plate of refractive index
1.65 Coated on both sides with cryolite films assumed to have a refractive
indK of 1.35, a reasonable value. The results of the calculations are:

Transmission of bare g ass 88.4 per cent

Transmission of -- ss coated wiith
very thin 1"i no interference) 95.7 per cent

5smission of glass coated with
films of optical thickness one-
fourth ,:ave-length 99.6 per cent

The films are most effective when their optical thic1amess is one-fourth
the Wave-length of green light, about 5500 AU, in the middle of the
Visible spectrum where the eye has maximun sensitivity. Films of this
thickness reflect red and blue light more strongly than teen and so
appear Purple ",'hen exa.mined in reflected light. The effe t of reducing
the reflection by the glass is to increase the transmissi•; the trans-
mission of i'hite li,;ht by a sing'le crown glass surface may )e increased
from 96 per cent to 99 :er cent by a purple magnesium -luor de film.

The spectral transmission curve of such a coated surface, de.uced from
measurements on several plates coated w-ith the fiLns, may be 98.1 per cent
at 4000 AU, 99.2 per cent at 5500 AU, and 93.2 per cent at 6000 AU.
1hSen the white light transmission is measured with the eye as receiver,

the value obtained is usually about equal to the spectral transmission
near the middle of the soectrum where the (purple) film has highest
trnsUmission, because the eye sensitivity is low in the blue and the

PFilms of magnesium fluoride and sodium aluminum fluoride (cryolite)
are hard enough to withstand the handling necessary for the assembly of
linatruments, �hen the evaporation takes place at pressures lower than lO-
'M R9; films of calcium fluoride are soft and easily wtiped off. Magnesium
flooride films can be further hardened by heating to 400*C. This is not
rle"sary except for external optical parts subjected to frequent cleaning;
it is perhaps better to leave such surfaces uncoated# 1¶s4nesium fluoride
filý are harder than cryolite films; either should be satisfactory for

PrWtGCted optical parts. Immersion in .--ater for several days does not



iapail the optical properties of the f ilms although it softens them,
They an be madl water proof by waxing but with serious impairment of
the optical properties*

thO evaporation process and suitable pumping systems for producing
the r4tuisite high vacua are discussed in detaile
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Chapter I.,

3fltTDUCTIOIT

Deftription of the Films

This report describes the properties of' thin filmns of' netallic
flU~6rides Y.,iich, wrhen deposited in the -.-rone thickcnesses on --lass surfncer,by the method of evaporation in hifh vacuum, reduce an ~eciably the losses
of' li!7ht due to refl2-ction zmd, -therefore, increase the transmission.
Anothe-r effect of' the diminution of reflected light is to decrease the
intensity of field li,,ht winth resultvnt improved contrast and effective
reiolvincr pouer in b.oth visual and photo_-raphic instruments.

3. 'Ihile the optical -)Ienorienna unon vd-iich the action of' the films
depends and the 'method by -;hich they are prepared have been long fawmiliar,
itbremained for Cartyiright and Turner(l) to achieve practicability for the'
PO0SS by demonstratin~g that optical instruments so treated %ti~thstand
ordinary usa-e and show greatly L'-ýproved perf orm ance over 3imxilar
uritreated instruments. F!uch of the information included in this report
raM obtained durin- the ?oiod of a month that Dr. Cartwri -ht s tir
residence at this Laborntory, pn

4. The historical dcveloimcnt of im.eth. ods for increasinS the
transmission of otical -urfn.cos :as been ou~tlined by Cart-ri.'t end

~er~), urnr(2, ed ~odet(S). -.flile at przosnt the evaporated
f'ibu Method is c'fticzall-j the most eff~ective pxactical me:a.ns of achieving
the result, advan'ces con~tinue to be madec in chenical 4-reaLri.~nt of -lass
3rf'aceS. A. recent abst ract by Jones and itomer(4) descrit'ees a method
Of treating fr:ýshly prepared gleass surfaces ivrith dilute acf'd solutions
M dich 11. .%. involve - thle formation of a trcnana,,rent siirfaýce film of
Silicc. by the ro-aoval of the. hj her refractive ina-ax oxi~des to a depth
aP~rOXimately equal to one-fourth the ra-vc-length of the ihut for ýthiih
'rSadiMUM transmission is desired . , . . The surface film is-not noticeably
different from the b- -e -?lass in liardness. The Cain in li.-ht trinsmission
arld the decrease in surfa-ce re'lection is sli';htly less than that.~~u~
by evap)orated f ilms of mc~tcri~eso lower refrnctive inde:: than silica."

S. This report Jeals only with evaporated films of raa-nesiumfluoride, calcium f'luoride., and sodium aluminum fluoride (cryolite) forreducing reflection, and zinc sulp~hide for increasing the e -'iiciency of
half reflecting mtirrors. Facts that have been detcrm!:ined e~:perimentally

Suvirie below.

(a) Evaporated films of the fluorides one-quarter wave-length
of green hI;-,-t thick increase the over all trcnsrnission
of a szin-t'1"e crov'm -lass surface for Visible lirht from 96



per cent to about 99 per cent. These figures represent a
decrease in reflection loss of 75 per cent.

) Uile all the compounds named are suitable for use on
protected optical parts, magnesium fluoride forms the hardest
and most durable films, and these films can be further hardened
by heating to 400C.

) Cryolite films are moderately hard when deposited at low

pressures tit cannot be made harder by heating.

) Both magnesium fluoride and cryolite films are sufficiently
hard to withstand gentle rubbing with cloth or lens paper

and the handling necessary for assembly of instruments.

Calcium fluoride films are soft but of good optical properties
because the refractive index of the soft films seems to be

) The production of hard films of ira-nesium fluoride or cryolite
requires that the ev oration be carried out at pressures less• !than 10-4 mm Hg.

The films can bewaterproofed and made more resistant to
abrasion by oiling or waxing, but their optical properties,
while superior to bare glass surfaces, are inferior to
unwaxed films,

) The solubilities of the films in water are low. Soaking the

films in water does not remove them but only softens them.

1) The freshly prepared films are good adsorbers and condense
Moisture more readily than bare glass. In aging they acquire
a monomolecular film of oil from the atmosphere ,,,'ich offers
some protection against moisture without impairing their
efficiency.

Examples

b •The effect of the films in reducing the reflection of light
by 91s surfaces is qualitatively shown by Plate 1 'which is a photograph
thrcU* two plates of class, each coated on both sides over the circular
centiil area •'4th rna:iesiu•n fluoride. In making this photograph the
Plates were so oriented that bri'ht daylight from a :!ndo as . directly
reflected into the camera, and .;hile the intensity of the light reflected
by the uncoated edges of the plates w:ýs so great that the underlying
print is barely legible in the picture, the intensity -.-as not greatly

reduced in passing through the low: roflectin-l crea. This :,otograpl
"through two "lass plates represents transn.t5ssion by four plst since
the light reaching the camera traversed the plates trrice. The transmission
of white light by four such coated r' ites is usually observed to be

about 37 per cent and of four uncoated surfaces, about 71 per cent.
These figures mean that a single surface of the untreated glass reflects
4 Per cent of the light Yhile the coated surface reflects 1 per cent.

S-2- FEB 22 7 P,



7. Plate 2 shows photographs of a 500 watt projection lamp
made on panchromratic film -ith two identical Zeiss Planar f:4 lenses,
that used for the right hand picture being coated Yrith calcium fluoride,
and the other uncoated. Each lens contained eight glass-eir surfaces.
tl1tiple reflections in the uncoated lens produced the intense flare
rins seen in the left hand photogranh and gave rise to strong field
li~ht over the '.whole photograh, but the reflected intensities were so
low that the flare image is barely ,)erceptible in the right hand
photograph, the sharpness vith -hich the glass envelope of the lamp is
delineated is much improved, and the scattered light over the field is
less intense. In many photographic instruments the gain in contrast is
more important than the increase in light gathering power that the films
bring about. The relative light gathering power of the two lenses cannot
be estimated from the plotographs, but measurements of relative trans-
mission showed that of the coated lens to be 1.34 times that of the
Uncoated lens.

8. Other illustrative exemples are given in the paper by Turner(2).

-3-



Chapter II.

flWION OF LIGHT BY OPTICAL SURFACES

Retio, by Glass

9. When light is incident upon a boundary between two transparent
TMhatmls of different refractive indexes, as the interface between air
=44as, a part of it is reflected. The amplitudes of the reflected
W are given for any an-le of incidence by Fresnel's equations,

(AS.. - E a -/
i'• "" K s s n(i r

Reflected ( i + r

amplitudes t r) (-)
tan (i + r)

Whl subscripts s and p refer to the components of the electric
Vector of *magnitude E perpendicular and paralle! to the plane of
incidence, respectively, i is the angle of incidence and r is th-e
angle of refraction. In the special case Tinich -,!ill 'e of greatest
interest, i a r - 0 and the e::pressions are indeterminate since
SiU(i-r) =sin (i+r) -0 and tan (i-r) =tan (i+ r) -0

In the limit, however., as i---*.r -- w0 , sin (i - r) - (i-r),
sin (i + r)-- (i + r), etc. ansd, piatting i rn where n is the
indOM of refraction of the medium,

As aE, (i-r) _ _Es (n-E)
i +r n +

(2)

A M E ( - r) - Ep (n
Si + r n +1

The intensity of the reflected li3ht is given by the square of equations (2),

R -E Z(n 2
s s n+l

R - Ep2Cn--) 2  (3)P p n+l

or R I (n-I) 2

"n + 1

There I - E2  is the intensity of thc incident light.

-4-



10. if I1 1 ,theni R Us the reflootctwy of +* imuxt "
and for crown glass of refraott"v Lao= n1 US1 it rossj wZ4.
from (3) that

R m0.04,

T *(1 -R) 0496

for a single glass surface; or for a set of pl~tes Or 4"f4eRW 3t
surfaces,

Tn -(1 -R)IT

neglecting absorption Ywithin the glass,ý

11. Table I gives values of ?jt for .everal Ylues of N 'fotr
three kinds of glass and., in coJlum~ 6# ~ thoVosoisslocu by sUrikacee
refl.ecting only 1 per cent of the 1ncidei~t ]1ijtt This is about th*,
value to which low reflecting fibs redUce U4~ OVez'4 'white light
reflectivity of crown glass. The table iS UZW9At" in*1.Y fQZr OPV
in f ormiung an estimate of the imprVGeIýkt4~ be exPected by o00&tiug AftA
Instrument of N surfaces with fluoride tf2iui

12. Equation (3) gives the ref ei~tio by ak glwass~~e' '~
with air. if two' optical surfaces of Miyrfatiei~m
are in contact the reflectivity is giveb bY

2

nl + n

which shows that if glass is covered Nd.th alaYer Of any Material, Of
lower refractive index, as water, the reflection by the riater-glass
interface is considerably reduced and the total intensity of the
reflected light, made up of the Dart reflected V; the air-water Surfafe
and that reflected from the vwater-glass surface, is less than the
L.flLensity of the light reflected by a sing-je bare glass surface. If

nglass = 1.5 and '*~ater a 1.5%, then

R~at~r0.0198,

water-glass 1.5 1.
interf ace

If li.iht of unit intensity falls on glass covered Vith water., the
tralnision factor is

T 1 (lRw) (1-. 4  0.97?

*~ihis 7reater than the transmissiork, by a single bare'glass jsurfSQ*4

FEB



10. If I - 1 , then R is the reflecttvity of the Sufa~ee,
and for crown glass of refractive index n 1.S it readly resmf*
from (3) that

R " 0.04 ,

T ( (1-R)-0.96,

f3r a single glass surface; or for a set of plates or lames pwesMtUz9g N
J•!r aces,)

Tn- (1-R)H, (4)

neglecting absorption within the glass*
11. Table I gives values of TN for several values of N for '

three kinds of glass and, in column 5, the transmission by surfaces

reflecting only 1 per cent of the incident l-Lht. This is about the
-alue to which low reflecting films reduce the overall white light

reflectivity of crown glass. The table is inserted merely for convaenence

'n forming an estimate of the improvement to be expected by coating an A

:nstrument of N surfaces Yrith fluoride films.

12. Equation (3) gives the reflection by a glass surface in conta•t
-Vith air. If two optical surfaces of any refractive indexe an SA
are in contact, the reflectivity is given by

n+ + n2

arhich shows that if glass is covered vith a layer of any material of

!['der refractive inde), as water, the reflection by the vater-glass

interfsce is considerably reduced and the total intensity of the
"-oflected light, made up of the part reflected ly the air-water surface

-A• ,at reflected from the water-glass surface, is less than the

ýtensity of the light reflected by a single bare glass surface. If

nglass - .5 and U water - 1.53, then

ater (1.33 I 0.0196,
1.33 + 1

R 3 2 .0.0036.
water-glass 1.5 + 1.50
interface

Iiýht of unit intensity falls on glass covered with water, the
S•S-ission factor is

T - (1 _R) (I -R g) a 0o.977

!reater than the transmission by a single bare glass surface

-5-FEB 2071



13. This, however, is not the complete description of the action~of
metallic fluoride films in reducing the reflection. A more complete
discussion follows.

Thin Film interference

14. The reduction of reflection losses at glass surfaces is achieved
in the nethod of Cartwright and Turner by depositing on the glass a thin
film of a metallic fluoride (chosen because of their low refractive indexesInd their mechanical properties) of such thickness that the wave trainsreflected from the front (air to film) and back (film to glass) surfaces
have a phase difference of one-half wave-length and interact to give a
miniimum of reflected light intensity by interference. The reflected
intensity is even less than that obtained by covering the -,lass with a
very thick (or thin) film of lower refractive index as in paragraph 12.

15. Plate 3 represents a plate of glass G' refractive index ng ,covered by a film F of refractive index nf and thickness t . A beam
of light, AB, incident on the film vwill be in part reflected along BH and
in part transmitted along BC . BC in turn is in part reflected along CE
and EG and in part transmitted into the glass along CA' @ It is necessary
to determine the conditions under ?hich the two reflected wave trains BH'
and EG will combine to give a minimum of reflected light intensity by
interference for light of any wave-length X , which is to say that theconditions under which BH and EG differ in phase by 1/2 X must be
"Mlow1n .

16. It is a consequence of equations (1) - (2) that since
nf >1 , AB undergoes a chase change of 1/2 X upon reflection from

lhe film, and, if n > nf , BC suffers a phase change of 1/2 X uponr'flection at the film-glass interface, so that the process of reflection-rtroduces no phase difference. I.Iovi'ever, the emergent vave travelling

Slgn EG has traversed a distance (BC + CE) - BF greater than that•-v.velled by BH , and a part of this path lies in the film material of.fractive index nf , so that tie additional path travelled by EG is
'quivalent to an airpath of length nf (BC + CE) - BF. It is 'shown on
late 3 that the retardation of EG over BH is

EG-BH " 2nft cos i, (6)
"'ere i is the angle of incidence at the film-glass surface and t is

film thickness. Since for a minimutm of reflected light intensity""Zinterference

L - 1/2 X

it Collows that the film thickness must be such that

2 nft cos i 1/2 X

nft cos 1 - 1/4 X •

-6-



13. This, however, is not the complete description of the action ofmetallic fluoride films in reducing the reflection. A more complete
discussion follows.

Thin Film Interference

14. The reduction of reflection losses at glass surfaces is achieved
in the nethod of Cartvrri.7ht and Turhner by depositing on the glass a thinfihl of a metallic fluoride (chosen because of their low refractive indexes
Zn-nd their mechanical properties) of such t-hick-ness that the wave trainsreflected from the front (air to film) and back (film to glass) surfaces 4have a phase difference of one-half wave-length and interact to give a
Minimuxa of reflected light intensity by interference. The reflectedintensity is even less than that obtained by covering the glass with avery thick (or thin) film of lorer refractive index as in paragraph 12.

15. Plate 3 represents a plate of glass G; refractive index ng,
-overed by a film F of refractive index nf and thickness t , A beam
'f light, AB, incident on the film will be in part reflected along BH and
-.n Part transmitted along BC . BC in turn is in part reflected along CE"rid EG and in part transmitted into the glass along CA' 9 It is necessary
Y determine the conditions under ahich the two reflected wave trains BH
•d EG will combine to give a minimum of reflected light intensity by>terference for light of any wave-length X , which is to say that thernditions under which BH and EG differ in phase by 1/2 ). must be

16. It is a consequence of equations (1) - (2) that since
>1 , AB undergoes a phase change of 1/2 X upon reflection from

I film, and, if ng > nf , BC suffers a phase change of 1/2 X upon
½ection at the film-glass interface, so that the process of reflectioncoduces no phase difference. However, the emergent ive travelling
*• EG has traversed a distance (BC * CE) - BF greater than that

27,active index nf , so that the additional patk travelled by EG is'•ivalent to an airpath of length nf (BC + CE) - BF. It is'shown on
'•t 3 that the retardation of EG over BH is

EG-BH = 2nft cos i, (6)

>'e i is the angle of incidence at the film-glass surface and t is"film thickness. Since for a minimum of reflected light intensityinterference

_.= 1/2 ,

"•Jllovrs that the film thickness must be such that

2 nft cos i 1/2 X , (7

ft cos i 1 1/4 X

l -6-



I ( )

Ujually, the light is incident nornalfly so that 1 - 0 , 008 ± andthe condition to be satisfied is

nft - X. (8)

17. Equation (8) shows that to bring about a minimum of reflectedlight intensity for any vave-length X , the product of the index ofrcefraction and thickness of the film must be equal. to one-quarter of the
-a'e-length. Obviously, a film producing niniimum reflection for one part* 2 the spectrum will not be of the proper thickness for other wave-lengths.
In practice the film thickness is made to satisfy (8) for X about 5500 AUj Sit rill be seen later thnt such a film is very effective over the visible

zpectrum.

•'lation Between Refractive Indexes of Glass and Film Material

18. If the wave trains BH and EG are in opposite phase most7-1')te interference will e~ist when, in addition, their amplitudes are

The amplitude of MH is given by

n- l .(9)ABH nf •

nf+
-Ad of EG by

E n nng + nf (10)

this calculation the small correction for multiple reflection is
"lected.

19. Thus, if ABH - AEG, q

nf - ng* ni(1
nf + I ng + ng 9

""1wh1ch it turns out readily that the b-t value for the refractive"Ce of the film is

nf " ng (12)
-•12 ideal film material for use on crovin glass vould have a refractive'leX nf - 1.225 , and for denser glass ng - 1.65 , nf - 1.28 . The
•tall fluorides used as film material have refractive indeo:es somewhat

* -iier than these val.ues; they are nevertheless the miaterials most nearlyS.Y'9tj the ideal conditions while at the same time having -ood mechanical;•oPer ties.

-1-7-
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ffCect of Film Thickness

20. It was pointed out in paragraph 12 that as a consequence of
cmuation (5) the reflectivity of a glass surface is reduced if it is
covered with any transparent material of lower index of refraction, say,
"• thin (gray) film of cryolite. This has led French(S) to the erroneous
,onclusion that, practically, there is no advantage to be derived from
",cntrolling the film thickness. That is (he concludes), so long as the
"Iioss has a fluoride film of any thickness on it the result should be
Catisfactory. In support of this contention he calculated the effect

cryolite films of refractive index nf a 1,55 on dense glass, ng - 1.65
"'lout regard for phase. This is the same type of computation that was
? in paragraph 12.

21, The reflectivity of the uncoated glass surface is -

1.65 + 1

T = 0.94 .

Lransmission of the plate (two surfaces) is -

T2 = (0.94)2 - 0.884 .

v the glass is coated with a film of refractive index 1.35 and no
:t of interference is taken into consideration (as is allowable for j
i thin film) the calculation of total reflected intensity is made
s' 3tcps:

Reflectivity of air-film surface

R f (l.35-1) 20.0221.35 +

T 0.978 ;

Reflectivity of film-glass surface

Rfg (1.65 - 1.35)2 , 0.01
1.65 + 1.35

Tfg = 0.99

'u-Ssion of the glass plate coated on both sides with such a

T 2 (0.978 x 0.99)2 0.937.

class transmits 5.3 per cent more light than the unc~ated glass.
. e - that this calculated gain is in accord with actual results

lhis inzt1itution,. It seems likely that his observations were b;

-ioud, Ltd., Glasgow.
S~-8-



:'de on films of proper thickness, for while the calculation is correct
ilins too thin or too thick to show interference colors, in other
the film thickness profoundly affects the reflected light intensity

therefore, the transmission of the glass.

22. For example, if the effective film thickness is cne,-quarter
:--- length so that equation (8) is satisfied for some wave-length X , the
,, reflected from the front and back surfaces of the film differ in
:e by 1/2 X , and instead of adding intensities as in the calculation

•ve, •p].itudes must be added vectorially. If the intensity of the
'-dent light is unity the amplitude of the wave reflected from the air-
Im surface is -

Af = 1 x 1.35 -1 0.149,
1.35 + 1

Rf - (0.149)2 - 0.022.

intensity reaching the film-glass interface is (1 - 0.022) and the
'mlitude of the wave reflected at this interface is -

Afg (l - 0.022) (1.65 - 1.35) , 0.098
fg 1.65 + 1.35

7.ctor sum of these amplitudes is given by -

A2 =R - Af2 + A2fg + 2Afg cos 2 f (t) (13)

- (52*flft)is the ohase difference between the reflected waves,

:is cse equal to it since

'tUtion of the numerical values gives -

R = (0.149)2 + (0.098)2 - 2 x 0.149 x 0.098 0.0026

""!....nission of the two coated surfaces for wave-length X is

T = (0,9974) 2 . 99.5 per cent

l oess is only 0.5 per cent as compared with 6 per cent in the case
9 r oy French.

-'. Even taking into account the fact that the calculation was
";-,onochromatic light end that the overall transmission for white
'Ould be a little less than this, it is apparent that films of the

Sthickness should be used. The experimental results of transmission
'7--ýnts discussed in the nex:t chapter further emphasize the point.

-9-



ow that those films which rive rise to maximum transmaission at
5S00 AU wThere the eye has maximum sensitivity are the most satis-

jj• •Reflecting Films

. A• a frther example of the effect of film tUiickness the calcu-
Ia• just made can be repeated for a film of such thickness that

n ft - 1/2 X ;

i. waves reflected from the air-film and film-glass interfaces are in
d their amplitudes have the same sign so that a maximum of

e d intensity by interference results.. Taking values from

22 2
A, 2 . R (0.149) 2+ (0.098)2 + 2 x 0.149x 0.098 cos 2n = 0.042

for' -length X * This value is nearly as great as the reflectivity
of uncoated glass. It is, indeed, greater than the reflectivity of
a ed slab of cryolite .hich was found (paragraph 21) to be 0.022.

.* Awareness of these ohenornena of interference led Pfund( 6 ) toa for producing highly efficient half reflecting mirrors for use
in 10truments such as the Gauss eyepiece, the netallographic
mior~cope, and the lHichelson interferometer in which it is necessary
thaV4.ight from an external source be reflected by a mirror to an object
to b* Tieged and subsequently transmitted by the same mirror to the eye
of t observer. The ideal half reflecting mirror would reflect 50
per ht of the light and trensmit 50 per cent, giving a. product of
reflltion and transmission of 25 per cent. Glass plates, sometimes
Usedtor this purpose, reflect 10 per cent and transmit 90 per cent when
the #*gle of incidence is 450, The overall efficiency is thus only
9 Per cent. Half silvered mirrors, while transmitting 50 per cent of
the light, may reflect only 30 per cent, the remainder being absorbed,
so tht the product of transmission and reflection is about 15 per cent.

-6. Pfund was able to •roduce half reflecting mirrors having a
.broduct of transmission and reflection of 23 per cent. His procedure

'"s I= every respect like that much later used in making films of lowreflettivity except that a film aaterial (zinc sulphide, n = 2.37 )
Of high index of refraction and therefore of high reflecting power ras
chose, and the thickness of the evaporated film was made to be such that
a mak of reflected light intensity resulted for all wave-len;,ths in
the visible. This means only that in depositing the film the evaporation
of the Zinc sulphide is continued through all the color stages that
appar in a vertical (wedge-shaped) soap film until eventually the film
aPPears not colored, but white, Such a film has a higher reflecting
Power then a polished slab of zinc sulphide for the reasons given in
Paragra8. 24 and absorbs very little light, so that it forms a highly
efflci~nt half reflector.

-10-



27. Pfund has given the following data:

Reflector Reflecting Power

Single glass surface 5 per cent, calculated
Single ZnS surface 17.3 per cent, calculated
Clear cover glass (2 surfaces) 10.0 per cent, observed,
Single white ZnS film on glass 31.0 per ae-nt, observed
Mhite ZnS film on both sides

of cover glass 40.0 per cent, observed

Reflection Transmission Absorption

Half silvered mirror 27 per cent 50 23
77hite ZnS on both sides

of glass 41 57 2

,hile the efficiency of the half silvered mirror was only 13.5 per cent,
that of the zinc sulphide was 25 per cent, only 2 per cent less than the
theoretical maximum.

28I Pfund evaporated his films at a pressure of 5 x 10- H
"ýn found them to be soft and easily wiped off. Films of zinc sulphide"W""porated in this Laboratory at a pressure of 1 0-0 mm were hard andrýsistant to rubbing, The films are not readily soluble in water and can

waxed for added protectionq

29, everting to low reflectivity films, Cartlwright and Turner(1),(2)
-nd Blodgett( ) have given clIculated curves showing reflectivity over
`dt-e spectral ringes which illustrate wen the changes that take place
1: the wave-length is varied from values for which nft u 1/4 X to those

:,r NLfich rift V 1/2 X as discussed Above*

I. -



Chapter IIlo

PROPERTIES: EBIPJ1PTWTAL RESULTS

10. The eight interior surfaces of six sets of 7 x 50 binoculars
Soted with various metallic fluoride films for the Washington Navy

tical Shop. The two external surfaces wrere left uncoated because
t time the vacuum system was not producing pressures sufficiently
r the production of hard films. The transmission factors of
"instruments for visible light were measured at the Optical Shop,

data were transmitted to the writer by Commander B. B. Adell.
e given in Table II*

1. The transmission factor of the uncoated binoculars was 0.55.
.coating the transmission was about 0.72. The data of Table II show
enerally the two barrels of each binocular were alike within the
ental error of such measurements T:4th the exception of No. 1028

0 Ch the transmission of the left barrel wias 0.80 and of the right,
o Taking 0.72 as a fair average value for the transrnission factor
o0 coated instruments the effect of the films in reducing reflection

can be calculated.

Let r be the reflection coefficient of each glass surface
uncoated instrument. Since there are 10 such surfaces theSSsion is -

T - -(1-r)l f(a) , (14)

10
vh Io is the intensity of the incident light, I the intensity of

t nhmitted light and f(a) represents true absorption by the glass.
S• for the instruments in which eight surfaces were coated,

T, - .__!. (1 - r) 2 (1- r') 8 f(), (15)
I

Wherz r, is the reflection coefficient of a single coated surface.

o 3. Dividing (15) by (14),

T' I 1 rt a _t aT 8 (1 r ( (16)

where t and t, are the transmsssion by single bare and coated surfaces,
respectively, and do not involve absorption by the glass. Upon putting
T' 1 0-72 and T - 0.55 in (16) ,

ti
t - 1.055

Iva -12-



the tranamission of an untreated glass surface w'ere 0,96 (n '1)a treated surface would be 0.995 ; or if t were 0.94 (n 3 1.,86)
d be 0.97

The highest observed value of TI was 0.80 which leads to -

t 1.047.

glass, t - 0.96, tt a 1.005, so that the value 0.801is hiogher
d be possible if all the coated parts were of that glass.

t " 0,94 (flint glass),
' o t ' 0 , 9 7 ,

reasonable and even a little lower thEn the result that n.ight bewith high index glass because the condition of equation (12)
Ph 19) is more nearly met when ng is large. The instrument
high transmission was coated vdth soft calcium fluoride films 4,of much lower refractive index than the parent crystal*; it is
ssarily to be concluded that transm-4fi-sion factors of 0.80 could
tently obtained for such instruments Yhen hard films of cryolite

0 si-m fluoride are used.

two outer surfaces of each barrel were in all cases leftfor the reason given above that hard films could not consistently
oed with the equipment available when the mork was done* The

$ion that would be obtained if all the surfaces Were coated can
lated readily. Takingit 1003
gle surface -

STI t'. 10 T'I"
1 .40 =55T t 0T0 ,4-o55---

S~TI 0.77 .

' 7ith increasing use at sea of instruments that have been
c th non-reflecting fiLns it will become clear whether outside

should be left bare or be coated. The additional gain in trens-
m of 5 per cent that would have resulted by coating the externalr• of these instruments is not as important as the reduction inon of stray light into the observer's eye by the eyepiece.

of In order to determine quantitatively the optical properties
8t5 types of films many small squares of crown glass were coated
ides and examined in stacks of five, comprising ten reflecting

*•1) for a discussion of the effect of hardness on the index
Saction.



S ~es. In this way the difficulties of making precise measurements on
a * Ie highly transmitting plate were avoided. In addition, a better
dU ption of the averaged effect of several films was obt:ined because
thO 11 inevitable differences between individual films were effective
onf overall measur3ment as they would be in an assembled instrument.
UsI , the films were deposited on the five plates of each stack
s aneously; each stack therefore represented films all nearly alike.

8. Spectral transmission curves were determined over the wave-
1 interval 4000 to 7000 AU -rith a Gaertner monochromater. A photo-
vol •a cell and high sensitivity golvanometer were used to measure
en Aes and the transmission for each set of plates was determined
by g the ratio of galvanometer deflection with the set of Plates in
thallel beam of light to the deflection iwith the plates removed.

Thif ponse of the photo-voltaic cell was linear over the intensity range
thA s used. The effective slit widths were about 35 AU at 4000 AU and
85 :a t 7000 AU. The measurements were sufficiently precise that the
spe 4a transmission curves of glass filters determined wirth the Hardy
sBS photometer at the National Bureau of Standards could be reproduced

to in 0.5 per cent.

9. Curves representinget the transmission of several sets of bare
and, ated glass plates are given in Plates 4 to 9.

Daylight transmission measurements were made for some of the
sets• plates and these are given on the right-hand side of the curves
to t ,h they apply. These measurements were made visually writh a Macbeth
i 1~l�eometer which contained an auxiliary blue filter to provide accurate
colO watching of the standard (tungsten) source and the north daylight
for "ich the data apply. The transmission factors that were obtained
rep*nt the integrated product of spectral transmission, spectral
distrbution of energy in daylijit, and eye sensitivity, and they are
theroore a measure of the visible effect of the films on transmission.

14. For the purpose of description it is convenient to refer to
the' ojor of the films as seen in reflected light. A purple film hashigheat transmission for green light (X about 5500 AU)- ad reflects tile
red and blue slightly more strongly than the green. Such a film is
of thO correct thicknes3 for best performance in the visible. - thinner
fill Shows least reflection in the blue and, appearin, red in reflected
lights is described as "red." In the same way, thicker films transmitting
red light most copiously are described as "blue." It will be seen that
the d4light transmission of the red or blue films is not greatly inferior
to that of purple films, although the latter are to be ijreferred.

42. Plate 4 shows the transmission of five plates each coated on
both sides with MIgF2 films that appeared purple in reflected light and
showed mlaximum transmission at about 5500 AU. The transmission of the
bare COVer glass shows that it absorbed red light rather strongly. The
origin of the glass is not knovw.

4a . By a calculation like that of paragraph 32 the transmission0f a single coated surface was obtained and is shovi in the detachedcurve at the top of Plate 4. This curve obviously represents an average



individual transmissions of the 10 separate films and therefore is
epresentative of actual effects to be expected in instruments than
a calculated curve or a set of measurements made on one well chosen
plate. *

•. Plate 5 shows the transmission by two separate sets of FgF ,
Sn crown glass, the one set purple and the other blue. The daylight

ssion factors of these plates are given to the right of the
and the reduced data for single surfaces at the top. The blue

,Were quite vivid in color and transmitted X 4000 AU very little
than the uncoated glass. The narxim value of the transmission
a not so high (87 per cent at 6000 AU) as is the maximum to which
smission of the purple plates of this and the preceding figure

.90 per cent at 5500 AU), although the daylight transmission
t do not differ greatly, 'eing 90 per cent for the purple plates and
,cent for the blue.

It was generally found that the transmission for %'f.ite light
with the eye as detector wuas about as great as the spectral

t ssion near the middle of the spectrum vhere the eye is htost sensi-

* Plate 6 shows transmission curves for plates coated with CaF2
ft the reddish purple set being too thin and the blue films, too

The dayligit transmission factors were about the same, 83 per
c the red and 85 per cent for the blue plates. The two trans-
rol Icurves are nearly alike through the middle of the spectrum
Wnh~l again, seems to control the effect on vision ttwciigh the coated

Ef 'of Staggr- FP4, Thicknesses

The question arises, what is the combined action of a red film
on surface with a blue film on the other surface of a glass plate?
The* of Plate 6 permit a calculation, for by taking the products of
the ates at each mave-length, the transmission by 10 plates, half of
The e coated with red films and half with blue films, is obtained.
The t of this operation is shown in Plate 7-a. Curve 7-b was obtained
bys ing the ordinates of the transmission curve for the purple films
des! by Plate 5. The transmission of 10 bare glass plates is also
sh•

Comparison of curves a and b shovws that there is noadv e in making part of the films in a complex instrument blue and
othe for 4iile such a -irocedure flattens the transmission curve
and t fore leaves the transmitted light more nearly white, the use of
all •e films transmittinz best in the region of ~axiimum visual acuity
rO the higher transmission because the two curves are nearly alike

wfrom •to 4500 AU and from 6500 to 7000 AU where eye sensitivity is

St If the films are to be used in a Thotogra-hic instrument

it •e more desirable that a combination of several thiclmesses beused l@order that (small) corrections to color sensitivity data of thef *il I1kd not be made. The importance of the effect of a coated lens

-15--



, r values is probably not great. However, a photographic lens to be
most of the time in near infra-red, for example, might well be coated

wi films appropriate to that region* For ) 10,000 AU the optical
ees nft- 1/4 X would be 2500 AU. This is one-half wave-length
en light (X 5000) and such a film would, by paragraph 24, reflect
light strongly.

o0. If stacks of 5 blue and 5 purple plates are placed side by
u on white paper and viewed in daylight, the difference in color of

ansmitted light is easily observable. The paper appears yellowish
the blue plates and i-iter through the purple plates.

Plate 8 shows the transmission by 5 plates coLted with
c te films, slightly too thick, and as with the best ýiilas of 1`'gF2

2 described on other plates, the maximum transmission did not
r.bove 90 per cent wrhich corresponds to transmission by a single

e of 99.2 per cent. This seems to be about the highest value
O, ble with films on crown glass.

• oofina .

TV, Films on MgF 2 may, after hardening (paragraph 117), be oiled
or ted, whereupon they become water-proof and, by reduction of the
co lIcient of friction, more resistant to abrasion. Both of these
rev*ts are desirable, but they cannot be obtained without optical
Sacoice. Plate 9 shows the results of a sequence of operation on one
goIto films. The glass plates (curve a) were coated with purple IMgF 2
fq on both sides and the resulting transmission curve b was ofthe ý*iliar type. The plates were then waxed (Simonize) and polished
witAlens paper. The transmission curve c shows that while they remained
su 5~or to uncoated glass, they were decidedly inferior to the unwaxed
fiJE - After being w-axed the films were pale blue in reflected light.

55/ . They were then reheated in a small oven to about 200*C. sotat the wax evaporated. The films regained their original purple color
and .1e new transmission curve (d) ;as slightly higher than the original
OurIV They were also as easily -et by water as before waxing.

54. The optical effect of the wuax seems to be simply the additionOf a layer of hig-her index': of refraction over the non-reflecting f•il• '80 that nearly as much light is lost be reflection from the irx surface
&S Would be lost at a bare glass surface. A 1-ecise value for tae index
Of refraction of the ,,ax is not of importnnce but for such comnounds of
high molecular weight it varies from 1.46 to 1.48. It is Dossible toCalculate the refractive index of the films, unwaxed and waxed, frommeasurements of the transmission of a stack of plates. The calculation is
much Simplified and not put reratly in error if the assumption is rade
that the light suffers no changes in intensity as the incident beam proceeds
through contiguous layers of wax, film, and glass, so that at each
boundary the amplitude of the reflected wave is assumed to be -

A - n, - n2  ,
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of more correctly -

A n, E lh2

E is the amplitude of the incident move at that boundary. In other
,th6 amplitude of the incident wave lJA assumed to be unity at everv
ace, and since its actual departure from this value is not great,
ious error is introduced.

of Refraction of the Films

55. From Plate 9,, the transmission factors for S plates of glass

T .0.665bare
Tfil O 0988

Twaxed -0*72

,anwdission of a. single coated surface is given by '-.

tf Tf 11
-1.029.

tb b

de of refraction of the bare cover glass -~as measured with an
Arefractometer and found to be l.52 so that a single surface of
t e glass reflected 4.25 per cent of the incident lizht. Therefore,1

tb a (1 r) - 0.9575,

tf-1.029 x 0,9S7 - 0.985 J1

e reflection factor of the coated surface is-

R - 0.015

ti.litude of the resultant wave reflected from the two surfaces of

A - (0.015)1/2 - 0.123

ief intensity of the incident light is unity. This amplitude is the
eO sum of the amplitudes reflected from the front and back (film-glass)

163 of the f ilm.

is assumed that

A nf +1(17)

Afg ng -nf (18)
ng +nf
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Since these amplitudes are in opposite phase, their resultant is given by

R - (Af - Afg) 2

and this is the intensity of the reflected light.

56. Putting into (19) the expressions for Af and Afg given
,above and setting

ng w 1,52 and R - 0.015,

the resulting solution for the index of refraction of the nagnesium'luoride films is

nf - 1.4•
This value seems undoubtedly to be too high - the indexes of refractionof crystalline L¶gF 2 for the ordinary and extraordinary rays are 1.378 and1.390, respectively, and it is not expected that the films ever havediFher refractive indexes than the massive material. The cause of thelefect is obvious: since the calculation was based on the average effectJC 10 separate films, none perhaps of precisely the right thickness atthe wave.length chosen, the calculated value of nf is only an apparent'nlue for the 10 films collectively and not of great significance vhen,pplied to a single film.

57. For the sake of argument, let this value be assemed for nf
•c apparent index of refraction of the wax required to lower the trans-
,scion from curve b to curve c of Plate 9 can be calculated under theollowing simplifying conditions:

The ma'nesium fluoride film is assumed to be covered w"ith a layer of3o thin that the wraves reflected from the front oMd back surfaces of' ax are in phase, and the phase difference between waves reflected• the Wax-film and the film--lass interfaces is to remain 1/2 X.

Awax -n. (19)

Awaxfi n - n. (20)nw + nf
A ng-nf (21)

Afilm-glass ng + nf

a'3ultant reflected intensity from the composite surface is

(Lw+Awf-Afg) 2  (22)

From the data of Plate 9 the ratio of the reflection by atbL to the reflection by a bare glass surface is given by -

- -18-



1 - •R T (5 waXed PJ1ate&) 1/10 -10086 (25)

1 T (5 bare plates)

rince

ng 1052•

R - 0.0425;
g

"* mOe, from (23),

Rw 0.0343•

* .:'tiri. this value-for pw in (n2) and putting (19), (20) and (21)vrith

vqc values for nlg and nf in (22),, the resulting value for A.w

.qoired to produce the effect of wax on Vhe films shovwn on Plate 9 is -

nw a 1.487

_ 'calculation is of course not exact and not or sicnificonce except

.7 the result is in agreement with Iamoun refractive indezzes of high

"*C'-Alar weight wcxes.

59. The actual indexes of refraction of individual films are

!,ubtedly lower than the value 1.4 given above. The calculation of

raph 50 has been made for a better set of raanesium fluoride films

-;hich the average transnission of single films was 0.99. The
iting value for the index of refraction WB8

nf 1.55.°

*ither co.se of a good single plate for which the transmission of a

I,• surface :,as 0.995,

n. 1,32J•

-1
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bChanter IV.

SVAC• SYSTEM

60. The hardness of the films and the speed and ease with which
they can be produced depends largely upon the excellence of the vacuum
system. The principal requirements are fast pumping speed and simplicity
of manual operations so that the operator can give his attention more
cloeely to the primary function of carrying out the finishing step in
the Manufacture of fine optical parts.

61. The pumping system must be capable of reducing the pressure
from atmospheric to lO14 mm Hg within a few minutes, and this pressure
must be maintained and preferably lowered during the actual evaporation
of the fluorides which themselves may give up occluded gases when heated.
The bell jar in which the evaporation takes place and the metal base
upon which it rests present large adsorbing surfaces which give off gas
during the evacuation. This condition is aggravated somewhat because
such a system is comparatively dirty; each evaporation deposits fluorides
On th interior surfaces, and frequent cleaning of the bell jar is required.
Time so occupied will be a minimum if the pumping speed is high enough to
overcome the outgassing of the walls, even when they are dirty.

62. A complete discussion of vacuum technique would be beyond the
scope of this report and is not necessary. Several books on the subject
are available. Of these L. Dunoyer(_), Vacuum Practice (Bell, 1926) and
John Strong(8), Procedures in &cperimental Physics (Prentice-Hall, 1938)
are especially useful. The latter contains in addition to useful notes on
the design and construction of vacuum systems a great deal of information
concerning vacuum waxes, gaskets, and special procedures not collected
so completely elsew7here. For convenience a partial list of manufacturers
of special equipment is given in Appendix A.

DIffýij~i0 nPu~ms

63. A general de ription of various types of diffusion pumps
has been given by StrongTd.* They can be made of metal or glass and
contain either mercury or certain stable, low vapor pressure oils as
Pumping fluid. Mercury pumps require a cold trap for condensable vapors
maintained at the temperature of solid CO2 or liquid air to prevent
diffusion of mercury back into the bell jar because the vapor pressure
Of mercury at room temperature is about lO- mm, 10 to 100 times higher
than the pressure to -which the bell jar must be evacuated. WVhile a trap
Cooled by solid C02, temperature -78*C, reduces the mercury vapor pressure
sufficiently, the ice formed in the trap by condensation of moisture has
t that temperature a vapor pressure of about 4 x 104 mm Hg and, conse-

quently, a dish of phosphorous pentoxide must be placed in the bell jar
to remove water vapor. This method is effective but slow. The difficulty
can be avoided by cooling the trap with liquid air, temperature -178 0 C.
At this temperature both water vapor and mercury are effectively removed
frcl the high vacuum side of the system.

S-,h-3.
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64. An undesirable action of the trap is in reducing the pumping
speed, for the gas must follow a devious path in traversing it rather than
moving directly toward the pump* The realization of high speed requires
not only that the pump be inherently fast but also that it be connected
to the bell jar through tubing as short and as wide as possible with few
bedas and obstructions.

65. The all glass single jet mercury pump that was employed in
this investigation is shown to sca-le in Plate 10, The drawing needs
little explanation. The mercury was heated by the 220 volt nichrome
heater operated on 110 volts. The stream of mercury vapor passing downward
through the jet J steeps with it air molecules that have diffused from
the intake pipe into the region around the jet. The water jacket condenses
the mercury vapor which then returns to the reservoir, the air being
removed by a mechanical fore-pump connected to the exhaust of the
diffusion pump. The trap T was cooled by filling the vacuum, flask with
a mixture of dry ice and alcohol, or liquid air. The arrows indicating
direction of flow of the gas show hor such a trap impedes it. Although
more efficient traps can be constructed (several types are described
by Strong*), this type %ams desirable in the present investigation
Which was conducted in oart in the humid summer months when formidable
collections of ice in the trap were sometimes encountered. The trap
was easily warmed t o free it from .,ater by r aioving the vacuum flask
containing the refrigerant, but this could not have been done so easily
with a trap venich itself served as container for the refrigerant as is
the 6ase in most of those designed for greater speed.

66. This pump was adequate for the purpose to which it was put.
The lbwest pressure attainable in the system was l0-5 mm Hg. About 15
or 90 minutes were required for the evacuation of an 18 liter bell jar
to s x 10-5 Mm.

67. Larger (faster) mercury pumps can be constructed of steel
that, of glass but a glass punp is more nearly free from internal disorders
such as rusting, and the state of cleanliness of the pump can be determined
by visual inspection.

Oil Diffusion Pumps

68. Many of the limitations of mercury pumps have been overcome
by Perfections in the development of oil diffusion pumps. Descrintions
of seve al forms of these pumps have been given by Strong(8) and by
"Hc;ma(9). They offer the primary advantage of greatly increased
PUmping speed which comes about -through the use of low vapor pressure
oils as pump fluids in place of mercury so that for ordinary purposes
no traps are necessary. The lowest pressures that have been obtained
with such pumps without traps are, according to Hickman(9), 2.5 x 10-7 mm
"With multiboiler pumps containing Octoil (2-ethyl hexyl pthalate) and
S x 10-8 mm with Octoil -S (2-ethyl hexyl sebacate). Use of a cold trap
as "'th mercury pumps would permit lower pressures to be reached, but
this is not necessary for the purpose of making evaporated films,

* Strong, p. 122.
(8) Strong, Chapter III.

- -21-
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69. Even though its vapor pressure is Iow, oil will diffuse back
into the bell jar, and unless such back streaming is eliminated the oil
;ill contaminate all parts placed in the vacuum system and brIng about
nuch trouble. Elimination of back streaming is accomplished by the use
of baffles placed in the intake line and so designed as to condense oil
moving toward the bell jar whilq decreasing the effective intake area
as little as possible. Hicknian(9) has described such baffles and in
particular, a conical baffle discussed in more detail by Morse(l03 which
they have found to be effective. The action of such baffles can be
understood from the description of one type Mhich is said to be fairly
effective: it consists of a right angle, water cooled turn in the intake
line of the pump.

Choice of Diffusion Pump

70. Among physicists there is no consensus at the present timeas to the preferred type of pump, oil or mercury. This means that either
type is satisfactory. Because of their very great pumping speeds and the
siccess that other workers have had witli them in making evaporated films,
Oil pumps are perhaps to be preferred. Typica-l performance data were
recently 4iven to the writer by Dr. R. S. M1orse* who stated that at the
National Research Corporation where an oil pump of capacity 100 liters/second
is used, the elapsed time between placement of one set of uncoated lenses
in the bell jar and the next set is seven minutes. At the commencement
< the actual evaporation the pressure is 10-4 mm Hg and at the end it

105'r •1. This performance is excellent. Dr. HIorse uses one of his
" conicflC baffles and has had no trouble with oil entering the bell jar.

71. In recent correspondence with this Laboratory one manufacturer**
...ri•hc. two pumps which seem to be adequate for such work, One, a glass

Dtil punp, -:as described as follows: "The glass-metal high speed
if fusion purp has a speed of over 200 1/s at 10-4 and 10-t mm, and will,ýuce an ultimate vacuum of l0-5 mm, and operates efficiently at aq]king pressure of 0.15 mm . . . .l

72. The second pump that they recommend is: "A recently developed
vertical pump which has a speed of 300 1/s end will operate

Inot a backing pressure of O.lO nm and will produce an ultimate vacuum
o 10-6 MM ell

73. The desirable characteristics that these pumps have in
rI are high speed and efficient operation at high backing pressures.

7 oj Will operate well with a fore pump of 0.5 liter/second capacity.
in production work the vacuum system will be opened many times a"t is important that the time spent in re-evacuating it to the

,re at which the diffusion pump begins to function be as small as
le Pumps operating at backing pressures of 0.10 to 0.15 mm should

:,ry satisfactory.

7,. A mechanical oil pump is required to reduce the system to the
i,•i' pressure of the diffusion pump. The characteristics of several

io.,ýn conversation.
-l''tion Products Co., Rochester, N.Y. Hiclknan type pump.
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:ommercial types have been discussed by Strong(8) who gives the curves
oioiyn in Plate 12* He obtained the data from the manufactuxer of the

pumps*. Either the Megavac (at 605 rpa) or the Hypervac 20 would be
adequate for quickly reducing the pressure in the bell jar to the
required fore vacuum.

75, The Central Scientifio Co,** gives data from which the idm6
required for any of their pumps to exhaust a given volume to a given
pressure can be calculated* From these data the times required for evac-
uation of a 50-liter volume (bell jar about 35 cm diameter and 50 cm high)
from atmospheric pressure to 10- m have been computed and are givenb elow,:

ToI to Produce
Pump 10 mninso

Pum Factor Liter Volume

1Hypervac 100 100 45 seconds
U1ypervac 20 20 5.7 minutes
IMegavac 600 rpm 6 12.5 minutes
Me•egavac 325 rpm 5 25 minutes
Hyvac 1 75 minutes

76. The data do not permit calculation of the time to reach 0.10 mrat v&ich pressure the diffusion pump should begin to function, but this
time would be many times less than the values given above,

77. Any mechanical pump designed for use in evacuating lamp bulbs,neon discharge tubes, etc., would serve for this purpose also if thecapacity is great enough. A complete list of vacuum pump manufacturers isaVailable in Thomas, Register of American Uanufacturerso In this Laboratory

'oth Cenco and Beach-Russ pumps have been used with success.

The. Vacuum Chamber

78. The vacuum chamber and the base upon which it stands (designed
SDr. Cartwright) are shown in Plate ll, iich is drawn to scale.

:laborate descrintion seems unnecessary. The electrodes E were insulated
from the brass base by glass bushings cut from Pyrex tubing and by mica':3hers- The electrodes -;ere made vacuum tight with Apiezon wax 71 7hich':as worked well into the clearance space between electrode, bushing, and
ease plate. These electrodes have given no trouble with leakage. They-'ar3 designed to carry 200 ac;xeres and are 5/8" in diameter. External
'lectrical connections were conveniently made by plugs of 1/4" brass rod•ich slipped into the bored out receptacles in the bottom ends of the'1'Ctrodes These brass plugs were made by sawing a slot for perhaps

1inch along the length of a 2 inch rod so that slight spring action iw-as
atined. There were six electrodes in the base so that three separate

"3-•ents could be used or (as in the drawing) one electrode could serveSSUpport the frame upon which the lenses to be coated were supported.

Catalog J-136, p. 1572.
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and.• askets

Two features of design that Tere introduced by Dr. Cartwright
S9omment. One is the rubber gasket Thich serves to make a vacuum-
-Seal between the bell jar and the base plate. This gasket, 1/8"

in cross-section, fits into a circular groove in the base plate
e and 1/16" deep. When the bell jar is evacuated the pressure

04 rubber becomes very high and a tight joint is assured. Removal of
Jar after air has been admitted requires only that it be lifted

"The gasket remains in place and the procedure involves neither the
nior the untidiness of a wax or grease joint. A suitable rubber

a purpose is Navy pare gum sheetp Navy Department Specification

* It is likely that in very large installations a large bell
o by sealing off the end of a length of Pyrex glass tubing of

SSa e diameter will be desirable. Such a bell jar wrould not have a
base as does the one illustrated, and in this case it woiuld be

C aent to cut a wider groove in the base plate (or cut no groove at
d use a wider gasket, say 1/8" thick and 1/2" wide. The narrow

* the bell jar would produce the requisite high compression of the
j the edges of the gasket would tend to bow up, but it is thought
e seal would be effective.

Rubber gaskets can be cut by mounting the sheet ribber on a
VWit,1h glue and turning this at moderate speed in a lathe, using akn dged tool, or a fra-:mnent of a razor blade soldered to a suitable

, lubricated with soap and water.

S_• •. There should be on hand for emergency use a supply of Apiezon
S Compound Q** which, bein,- soft and putty-like, can be. pressed
in• •ace writh the fingers. It can be used in place of the rubber gasket
but' ires more time and labor.

. The second time saving device is the valve with which the bellSJar • be sealed off from the diffusion pump, permitting the bell jar to
be O d Without allowing the diffusion pmko to cool down. Such a valve

*.s ~ asary if speed of operation is desired. The valve fits as a cap
over 'he exhaust tube, the seal being made by a rubber gasket Which fits
into @groove cut around the outer edge of the cap. Three guide vanes
1200 I@art (two shown in the dravwing) restrain the valve laterally. The8UPPOPting brass rod is allowed to move vertically by compression
of tbi Sylphon bellows; when open, the clearance between the valve and

he aust pipe is about 1/2"1. The valve is opened and held closed bythe ler shown.

84. All metal joints required to be vacuum-tight were soldered.
The right angle turn in the exiiaust pipe Mas silver soldered - all other
iointO were made with soft solder, but traces of volatile flix., as rosin,

T-3isinnformation was provided by the Kanhattan Rubber 11fg. Div. of
RaYbestos - Manhatton, Inc. This rubber has been found satisfactory.

* This and other Apiezon waxes and greases are available from
James Biddle, Philadelphia.
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,hould not be allowed to remain inside the vacuum system, and AU! intgriot
z rfaces of metal parts should be cleaned of every trace of grese and

- lirt before assembly. Steel may be used in place of bras ift it 0.
-2t"'ium-plated to resist rust. Iron ru*t is said by as @ i,
off 250 times as much gas as brass.

Flatness of the Base Plate

85. The base of the bell jar should seat evenly on the base plato.,
"•specialy if a wax or grease seal is to be used. If the base plate is
to be rmade of brass, a flat piece should be chosen and used without being
planed 6r ground over the whole surface since this is likely to producet ij
vitarping, but it is permissible to grind the bell jar to the plate ove .".7=

1n annular area some',hat v-ider thma the width of the flange on e be I
jar. A steel base plate can be nade flat over the entire surface by
first drilling all holes and then surface grinding both sides in turn * .
UItil it remains flat, afterr-mrds cadmium plating.

86. The requirements for flatness are not critical vhm the mbbor
".shket described above is used, and materials can usually be found that
reMuire no furthor machining.

37. The e:-daust of the systW shovm in Plate 11 was sealed to thoe
intake of the diffusion pump (Plate 10) with Apiezon I1 waY. If the
'i-f•p vere metal this seal could be made with flanges on both exhaust and
?twee pipes clamped together -.;Ith a lead fuse wire or rubber gasket

88. The stopcock shown in Plate ll permitted admission of air to
the bell jar and re-evacuation with a mechanical pump to the operating
pressure of the diffusion pump. A bypass from the stopcock to the fore

'"IP Parmittin, the diffusion pump to be sealed off temporarily frm
fth the bell jar and the fore pump ihile connecting the latter to the

topcock .'Would permit use of only one mechanical pump for roughing the
',i jar and maintaining the fore vacuum in the diffusion pump.

89. This stopcock, being on the low pressure side of the system,

3t be lubricated only with a low vapor pressure grease.

1, ýlnents i-

90. The filament F -hich is used to vaporize the fluorides is

-,rY. by bending a -latinum sheet 6 to 10 mm wide and 5 to 10 cm long
"A1, $ rectan.•ulor trough left flat at the ends to permit clamping in the

-ctrodes. Such a filament is shou;n in the insert on Plate 11. The ,.
'2ý'-•ess of the sheet may vary from 2.5 rails (0.0025 inch) to 15 nhilS,

thicker filaments bein, less susceptible to burning out br over-
,ýin •en the fluoride evaporates. Platinum is chosen beccuse it can,

ted in air to fuse the fluoride powder before evacuation of the
lar. This 'revents tho fluoride from blowing off the filament iihen

-3 subsequentiy heated in vacuum.

ryo• p. 104.
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Tr sformers

91. The filament is heated by a low voltage trEnsfonner capable
of pplying 200 amperes at about 2 to 5 volts. The currents required to
h three different filaments to the temperature required for evaporating

are given below:

Size Current

S 8 mm x 40 mmx 2.5 rail 45 amperes
S7 mmx 55 mm x 15 rail 120 amperes

11. 5 rim x 40 mm x 15 mril ore than 150 amperes

It S convenient if the transformer has taps for about 5, 10, and 20
since other filsments, as those of tungsten used in evaporating
Umn, require higher voltages than platinum.

• 92. The current was controlled by a Variac* transfonrer in
nput "lie of the filament transfr-mer.

93. The pressure should be measured with a continuously reading
vadýM gauge. For details of construction and operating characteristics
of the Zeveral gauges available the reader is referred to Strong( 8) or
DW~er 7)* Three'types are useful. The tiermocou-ple gauge**ý, consisting
of r ,hot wire near a thermoelectric junction so that the te::tperature of
thO'Wire and the tier.a-ocouple response become greater as the rwressure
ia -Owered, is useful over the pressure rai e 10-2 to l0- or 5 x 10-4 mm
Hg,*" At 10-3 mm it is safe to turn on an ionization gau,-e ;rhich functions
to 10-8 me. These two gauges used to,.:-ether form a complete system.
hifte the -thermocouple gauge can be dispensed with in a vacuum systemfundtioning properly because the operator soon learns from experience,
bylratching the glow discharge -xcited by a high frequency induction
0o0% by the sound of the mechanicrl pump, in some oil pu•Mps by the
Pl4ae at which condensation of oil occurs, to estimate the hither pressures.
The thermocouple gauge is useful in hunting leaks and assures that the
iori.5ation gauge will not be burned out by being turned on at too high a
pressure.

94. The ionization gr.uge is a triode vacu•m tube (radio tubes canbe adapted to the urpose, but not with, complete reliability) consisting
of the usual filament, grid, and plate. An applied potential ,etween
filament and g-rid produces an electron current w,:hich on entering the
'Pace between grid and 'clate ionizes the gas there by impact. ,Jen a
small Potential is applied, the ionization current betveon -lczte and :,rid
is measured with a nicroamneter or galvanometer and decreases linearly
1with the pressure below about 1 0 -4 mm. A well designed ionization gaugei*-:-
has been described recently by jiorse and Bowie(ll). Type FP-62 vacuum
tubes also are designed for this use. Circuits for operation of the
gauges are available in the literature or obtainable from the manufacturers
of the tubes.

, load 2 IVA (General Radio Co.).SGeneral Electric Co.; Central Scientific Co.
* Available from Distillation Products Co.
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95. The Pirani guage consists in its simplest form of two 3amp
'ulbs, one highly evacuated and sealed off and the other connected to

t/e vacuum system, in the arms of a *qheatston8 bridge circuit# The
:,laments are heated by the bridge current and that one exptosed to .ar

.:ha vacuum system becomes hotter and of higher resistance as the "
17 reduced, so that the unbalance of the bridge registered by a mioro-.
tieter is a measure of the pressure, T7ie useful range of such a gange'

is 0.1 to about 5 x I0- zui, but reliable measurements near the lovwer',
Unit of the scale require careful calibration against a McLeod gauge,*
Ithough the ionization gauge is nach to be preferred for this work a

Pirani gauge may suffice for profti€ion work* Since evaporation wi
usually be commenced at I0-4 mm a gaUge reading reliably to about 5 x-m would perhaps be satisfactory. However, neither the thernocouple gae
nor the Pirani gauge that were used -in part of this investigation were
:onsidered to be reliable enough to.1ard fie lower ends of their range,
Pressures were ultimately read with, & lk gge which is not recame! ,
for production work because it is hot e• oo uly reading.

COCLUJSION

96. Any vabuum system, no matter, how well designed, will require
r'o'.ir and expert attention from time to time. Two courses may be
.'llowed in successfully establishing production units:

(a) Complete units nay be purchased from institutions e.cperiece
in the design and constructiogi of such equipment* and operated
by personnel previously mtperineCed ih iuch work or capableof acquiring the necessary eporience, or preferably .

(b) Experienced vacuum technicitn -a* be engaged who, given the.
necesearxy piamps, can design their omn vacuum systems, each
to his oVrn liling.

97. Improvement in production practico and more nearly continhous
<c•r.tion of the production units wil, result if small auxiliary
:2 rorstion apparatus is available for experimentation.

oa. The reader of this incomplete discussion of vacuum technique"1 -ppreciate a remark by Hickman*W: "Clearly, the means of producingr± 'epty cabinet neatly and economically still eludes the engineering
Sz icist.lt

Distillation Products Co., Rochester, N.Y6; Central Scientific Co., y
-,icago; Baird Associates, Cambridge, Hass.; National Research
Corporation, 3oston; Vard-I4echanical'Iaboratories, Pasadena;
0. ,T. Cartri!-ht, 46 'Jest Fourth St., Corning, N.Y.; Evaporated

ilns Co., Ithacp, N.Y.; mnd perhaps others of ,ihome the wiriterL no Imowilecg.e.

• , ~p. 311. i
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1HE EVAPORATION P1OCESS '

Cleaning the Glass

99. The glass parts to be coated mukst be chemically clean. ub
-loves should be worn to prevent containination of the clean surface ith
oil from the fingers. The glass is first washed with a clean cotton
fud soap and water or some detergent such as Dreft or Alphasol. After
rinsing with water the glass is washed In sodium or potassium hydroxide
iolution, and then in nitric acid. The glass will not be damaged by the
"cleaning solutions if they are applied only for the time required for ,
cleaning. Glass left in the solutions may be etched. A safe and effeet4*4

*ethod of applying the cleaning solutions is to rub the surface of the
"-lass, already wet with water, briefly but thoroughly with a finger
(in rubber glove) that has been dipped in the alk~ali or acid bath. The
lens is then flushed inmediately with water and wiped dry. If the water
is allowed to evaporate streaks will roapUn on the glass even when
distilled water is used.

100. Ordinary paper towels have been found satisfactory for blotting
"f'f the excess water. No scratching of the glass has been encountered
'•cause care has been taken not to rub very hard with the paper. Final
:races of water can be removed irith lens paper. Lint left by the paper toa
rnIoved by a method described below.

101. In place of' paper the lenses may be wiped dry with cloth,
'It it must have been laundered a great many times to remove natural oilso. - i
i11 linen is perhaps to be preferred to cotton. Cloth does not leave
Lnit, and its use eliminates the troublesome operation of removing it;
"- th, however, is more likely to recontaminate the surface than paper
cnuse the latter is discarded after being used while the cloth, if used
1Y times, Will eventually become dirty again. Since "dirtiness" as

!I"". here is not something that can be seen, the first knowledge that the
-u: is dirty is given by the appearance of spots and streaks on the
'Porated film, often some time after it has been removed from the bell
2. Small squares of cloth, each piece being used only one time (or more

n- , as experience may prove), and dispensed from a suitable receptacle,
ild be satisfactory.

"val of Lint and Dust

102. Special camel's hair brushes constructed by cementing the
3tles around the outer ed'e of a brass tube (inside diameter 1/16 to
i.ch) nith Insolute cement are used by the -dashington Na%7 Yard Optical,
•. The hollow handle of' the brush can be connected to a small vacuum

such as a water aspirator or mechanical suction pump by rubber
fn -, and when it is used in thais way lint and dust can be removed with

fntlest touch. The brush c-nn be washed with organic solvents to
'rease, and it is the most effective device the writer has seen for*

,7inv dust. If very carefully washed and subsequently protected from
0 .urce of dirt it should be useful in the final step of cleaning the
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103, Hair brushes, however, cannot be subjected to the complete
celoing that can be given to glass. Such a brush* has been used by

thwriter sometimes with success and at other times with the discouraging
r , t of leaving oil films on the glass. The glass appeared to be cleans
b spots sometimes resulted after the films had been deposited. A

titute for the vacuum brush is a brushless nozzle for the vacuum
c• mer made by drawing down the end of a glass tube to leave a small Ti
o g about one-half or one millimeter in diameter. Such a tip for the
v lcleaner can be Trashed in acid to make it chemically clean. While
1 S not quite as effective as the brush, only the most tenacious dust

icles resist it, and these can be dislodged by brushing lightly with
ilass tip. The rounded fire-polished end will not injure the surface

104. After the glass has been cleaned it should be placed in the
jar and coated with its non-reflecting film as promptly as possible
se it will soon become covered Yrith a monomolecular layer of oil if

1 iexposed to the air.

Si~ng for Cleanliness

105. The standard and perhaps the best test for cleanliness of a
s surface is to observe the uniformity of the vapor deposit formed
the glass is breathed upon. Non-uniform breath figures show where
rt lies, for water condenses to form a transparent invisible film

ean glass, but a gray visible film on dirty surfaces. However, the
h itself may contiminate the surface, and it is better after careful
cal cleaning to observe whether water spreads uniformly over the glass.

A op of water should wet chemically clean glass well enough to flow
o! the entire surface. If the film of water draws away from the edges
0 rOm localized areas of the surface the cleaning process must be
r 4~tede The film of water will evaporate uniformly over the entire

s'ce of clean glass, and when it becomes sufficiently thin, interference
s like those produced by thin films of oil can be seen. If interference

e, s can be seen after the w;ater has evaporated they are due to oile glass, which nmust be recleaned.

in with Electric Discharge

S106. Glass cleaned by the method that has been described is usually
c1n enough. After it has been placed in the vacuum chamber further clean-

.can be effected by producing an electric discharge in the gas while the
is being nnped out his is done conveniently rith a high frequency

inchIction coil (leak detector) mounted outside and in contact with the
glas bell jar. Such an induction coil is a necessary adjunct to vacuum
leqUipment because of its usefulness in finding the source of trouble when
leaVs develop or the pumps do not function properly. With the system

oPiating properly it serves the double purpose of giving the operator a
Vis4al means of following the progress of the evacuation and of producing
final cleaning of the glass surfaces by ionic bombardment. That this clean-,
inf method is effective for traces of dirt is best shown by the common
experience that glass on which metals are to be sputtered with a high

Prrovided by Ar. A. J. Devlin, optical Shop, Washington Navy Yard.
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otial discharge does not require to be so carefully cleaned as glass

'rhich films are to be evaporated.

- iin~ary Treatment of' Glass

107. Glass that has been freshly polished is easily cleaned, but
St is wiped with organic cleaning agents such as xylol or benzene which
,.to spread a thin layer of oil over the surface, or if a layer of
•I has been left on the surfaces of cemented lenses, the chemical
,rinz process becomes difficult to carry out. Cemented lenses should
reed of every trace of excess balsam by wiping with absorbent cotton
:l1cohol. By far the most difficult contaminant to remove has proved
'iis investigation to be Canada balsam. In general, the glass surface
IM he left as nearly untouched after it leaves the lap as is possible.

108. Cemented lenses and prisms that have had one face silvered
a inted present another difficulty: Canada balsam or paint, unless
'-ni Well dried, may have vapor pressures so great that evacuation

system to the required low pressure of l0ý- to 10- mm is impossible.
Sare, in fact, very few organic materials that can be used inside a
Svacuum apparatus and these are the special waxes, greases and oils
&ed just for that -urpose. A paint which can be used to cover the

Sof cemented lenses and which can be put on over the special protective
'S-ed on silvered surfaces is Glyptal* lacquer. This lacquer when
it room temperature has a vapor pressure only 8.5 times that of

It may turn out not to be necessary to paint over the balsam
tijctive black paint ,Ahen very large pumps are used and reasonable
,)P these volatile compounds is allowed. In the course of this
i-tion both old and newr optical parts presenting free surfaces

-t- 11lsam and paint were coated. There was never any difficulty
"7inf the pressure with old parts or new parts lacquered with
1; there was al'iays difficulty with unlacquered new parts, both
-'1a balsam and protective black paint.

ýiori of the Films

The platinum filament, Plate 11, is filled with the fluoride
" -ated in air until all the powder is fused. Unless this is

-coVJder will blow off the filament when it is heated in vacuum .
rOrts to be coated are then put into position on their supporting

;< (Plate 11) and, unless the lenses and their support fill nearly
--oss section of the bell jar leaving few interstices through

:Tuoaride vapor can pass, they are covered over with a watch
2- rent irregular deposition of the film material on their top

i Electric Company.

--n it is prefused 1kgF 2 sometimes exlodes -drien the evaporation
r1, cbpoSitin-1 small specks of the materiel on the lens. These
" to reove, but they can be prevented by hea.tinuz the fluoride

1. or b1 arraniný a shield over the filanent to be removed
tic control or by means of a ground joint in the base when

g5 sot 7net the fluoride has beZun to evaporate.
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If several lenses are to be coated at one time the support should
nt into a rough spherical segment so that each lens faces squarely

!, the filament. A distance of 25 or 30 cm above the filaent is
-,ýle for producing fairly uniform films on lenses distributed over

Scm diameter support.

110. While the bell jar is being evacuated the filament is out-
S'i hy being heated to redness (but not to the melting point of the

-*), so that water vaoor and trapped gases are driven off. This may
iLuue throu-h almost the entire period of evacuation if the pump is
f last. Not more than two or three minutes are required for freeing

:ml&ment of gas, and if it is not to be left warm through the entire
':uation it were better heated after the pressure has been reduced

•! erably than at the beginning of the pumping.

ll1. Then the pressure reaches 10-4 = the filament is heated until
flu'tride melts and within 30 seconds or a minute as the operator chooses,
"in. ',ill be made. Practice soon esta)lishes the necessary experience

n24 for controlling filament temperature. The evaporation nead only to
Slo,:ly enough that the growth of the film can be watched easily.
correct film thickness is nearly reached the temperature nay be

-1t7 r:luced to permit more accurate termination of the evaporation.

- :nini-n the Film Thickness

112. The gro•th of the film is watched by observing the color
i i n white light reflected from the surface. A frosted electric

partly painted over the surface so that a rectangular area about
ýa is left bare is a convenient source. The clearly defined edges

2 rectan•le enable the observer to distinguish between images
dted from the two surfaces of plane parallel parts or from the two

-l*in•: faces of a totally reflecting prism. ihen lenses are being
, tVe inaes from top and bottom surfaces can alrays be identified

?n unpainted !iiht bilb is adequate.

i.The sequence of colors through vhich the reflected light passes
!. increases in thicImess is that seen in a vertical (wedge shaped)

I • A very thin film appears gray. As it grows thicker the light
Slloaish and then red when the thickness producing least reflection

S!ight is reached. ihen the optical thickness becomes equal to
r ve-length of green light near the middle of the spectrum the

"-It is purple, and at this point the evaporation should be
.eurple color should be slightly nore blue than red, but the
for nrrcision is not great; if the film ap-ecrs to the observer"1• O.t listinctly red or blue, it will be satisfactory.

If the thickness is allowed to -row further the film will
7,gnifyin. .>a:ium transmission for red liJht*. If the evar.ora-

-nnuad beyond this point the color sequence begins over again
.-*,7 ,s3 becomes equal to Utree-quarter tave-lengths of blue light,

"• 1 3ntually a thickness will >e reached for ".iich the phase
bete,,ren ••ave-lengths at the ends of the spectr-u is not great,

-L aill appear Yhite. This is the required condition for a
"l~n•--' film of zinc sulphide (paragraph 24 ff.).



nPhYiologicaI Note

115. All 'the metallic fluorides are lrotoplasmiC poisons and care
shoid be exercised to prevent th•eir entering the body, especially by
brekthing when the powder is being fused on the filament while the system
is Open to the air. The bell jar or another glass vessel can be placed
over the filament to trap the material that comes off the filament
during this process. "Alen the bell jar is removed after the evaporation
a strong odor can sometimes be detected. It is not known to kiat extent the
materials decompose in the course of the evaporation, but whatever the
form of the vapor, fluoride or fluorine, its effect is to produce unpleasant
bronchial irritation which can be the prelude to infection. The question
of placing ventilating hoods over production units should not be passed
ovet without consideration by those competent to say how great the danger
of prolonged exposure may bee A simple respirator with a filter for trapping
duat and condensable vapors has been found to remove most of the odor from
the hot salt and, presumably, most of the danger.
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Chacter VI.

I=-HANICAL PýOP`i&TIZS OF TITH FII21S

Iardness

116. The evaporation must be made at pressures less than 1O-4 mmif hard films of 1MgFj and cryolite are to be produced. Films of CaP'2seom always to be so t, The others, MgF 2 and cryolite, are hardenough to withstand handling and gentle rubbing with lens paper or softcloth. They will not bear abrasion or vigorous rubbing since even theparent crystals are relatively soft (Table III). This table shovs thatF2,, hardness 5, forms more durable films than cryolite., hardness 2.5.
Hardening by Heat

117. Magnesium fluoride films, although hard enough for purposesof assembly, can be made even harder by heating to about 400°C. afterwhich they can hardly be removed by rubbing with cloth, provided theglass upon which they are deposited is clean. Heating of good opticalP8ts should be carried on under such conditions that strains •ill not beset up. For most purposes it is not necessary that the fi]rLs be sohardened unless they are to 1)e on surfaces exposed to dirt and subjectto frequent cleaning. The only measure of durability of such exposedfilms of which the w.riter has imov•;ledge is that on ordinary eye glasses,subject to frequent cleanin- and constant exposure to the elements, theyremain for about 8 monthr before thin spots begin to appear.
Hardening with Age

118. Films of U:-IF 2 generally become harder with a-:e, but not sohard as when they are heated. In addition, the surfaces -robably acquiremonmolecular films of oil from their surroundings, and this improvestheir durability ,it-hout -Iroduacin, the decrease in light transmission
disCussed in para rarh 52 ff.

Effect of .ater

119. M!gF 2 films have been soaked in water for several days withno impairment of their optical properties but in every case with soften-
ing of the film. The fiLms so softened regain their hardness uconreheating, but it is not definitely kmoow if they become hard aoainWith age. The problem is not szrious for optical parts mounted insidean instrumL-ent provided t':ey do not have to be taken out for7 frequent clean-'n'g. Condensation of moisture in normal use should not soriously affectthem. It remains to be sen how these fil]:s :ithst:,nd the variousPhases of use under s prvice conditions.

120. It has be,.n obsorved, however, that firs froizly deposited
are subject to rapid ?ncl serious atta'lcl: by moisture. :' 2 filmsdeposited on wet days when t:h- relative humidity Was 0 par cent oftenfrilled and beceme unusa'-.le iLim.ediately uon opcnin: the bell jax.Films made on dry days when -he relative hiumidity was 50 or GO per centhave never been observed to deteriorate upon subservient e::-.osure to
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moisture. Also, films made on a very wet day !:ut a.ilowed to renain in
the evacuated bell jar over niht were not danca ed when e.:,o3ed to air
on the followring very humid day. The available experience does not
permit a decision as to whether an air conditioned roo shiould be
specified as a necessary environment for successful manufacture of the
films on humid days because the effects that have been described were
observed in only a few cases on the wettest days. CcaF 2 films evcaporated
on wet days were stable.

!.t
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Chapter VII.

1....A.Y AND CONCLUSIONS

121. The detail in which this report has been uritten is perhaps
:-stified not by any novelty of the fundamental phenomena upon which the
:tion of the films is based nor because knowledge of vacuum technique ig
S,,ridespread but rather because many of the subjects that have been

•ssed are those about vhich questions were continually arising. The
Sýcission of many of these things is incomplete; it is expected that

"In7 simplifications and improvements in technique ill evolve in
-'.'••lishhments wheere -roduction units are "out into operation and that
oh additional i-ifomaation about the optical and mechanical properties

• the films will be acquired. The summary thA.t follows, accordingly,
"-"'sizes those things that are thought to be fundamentsal.

ffusion Pumps

122. It is reconriended that oil diffusion pumps be used rather than
-- rcury pumps for these reasons:

(a) Pumping speeds of 200-300 liters/second are easily obtained so
that minute leaks and adsorption of gases by the Tralls of

the system are not so likely to be souraes of trouble.

(b) Since these puimps require no traps, they producce a dry

vacuum, the Twator being pumped out along with other gases.

Although a .mercu•y pump with a trap cooled with liquid
air vwould also remove water vapor, the use of dry ice would

not. The oil pump eliminates the necessity for obtaining

liquid air from outside sources.

123. Oil pumps may be purchased or they can be built by personnel
S•ed to suerintend the work. It must not be concluded that the

"fOfrmance of any pump or arrangement of apparatus described in this
kcrt cannot be satisfactorily met by other equipment differing greatly

, Zifn. l ost persons .rho have engaged in vacuum work have at one
O• or another built pumops for special purposes, and there are many

S!d~si -ns.

nil~ Pumps

124. A~s ez-moles, the Central Scientific Company Megavac 600 rps,

ittr/secod l0 m or the Hypervac 20, c pacity 1.5 litter
n1 at IO- mm are adequate for producing the necessary forevacuum.

C ... ' nd Gasketsi:'

125. The valve shown in Plate 11 for closing off the diffusion
-ron the bell jar so that consecutive ev':porations con be made without,

"for the pzump to cool has been very successful and is considered
"necessary -art of Fny equilment desicnied for fast uork."

-- . The narrowT rubber rasket (Navy pure gum sheet, Dpec••ication .4
-) sed for sealing the bell jar to the base plate has been
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afactory and has given less. trouble with leakage than any other

e) rubber gaskets or wax seals.

gui'e Gauges

3.27. It is recommended that ionization gauges be used to measure
ultimate low vacutm required for the evaporation of hard films 1 ith
expensive thermocouple gauge for measuring pressures above I0- mm
it is not safe to operate the ionization gauge.

3 128. Since magnesium fluoride forms the hardest fiLms, it is
ended that this material be used (with comparative e.pariments on
te highly desirable). Hardening of the films by 'ie t is not
ended since if they are deposited at low pressures they are

Senough to pernit assembly of instruments without damage. It is
*ecommended that the films be waxed to make them waterproof unless
~0uent experience with instrumients at sea shows that this opinion
d be altered. &,,osed surfaces maay be either coated ,iith the

or left' bare. If coated, the fils probably vll be removed
eaning unless they are hardened by heat, but this would not
fere wilth use of the instrument.

129. Since laboratory emoerience wvith problems of t-iis sort
ot pre-determine completely the difficulties of *roduction, it is

ended that continued experinentation be carried on in the places
'production -;ork is being done, hence, where new problems arise.

uliterature on the subject of reducing the rellection of Qiass by the
U b .1f evaporated films is meaZer, )ut new information cen be e:oected

ppear with increasing frequency. It is desira'1ie tha.t new sug:estions
b rVestigated under conditions that permit comparison Nith existing

tices, and this can best be done in the laboratories of the optical
8 engaged in the work, and ihere, in fact, many of the i: proved
ices should originate.
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Table I

Trans-ission by Glass Plates.
(No absorption losses are included.)

Number of Refractive Index Crown Glass Coated
Surfaces 1.50 1.575 1.65 writh HgF 2

1 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.99
2 0.92 0.90 0.88 0.98
4 0.35 0.81 0.78 0.96
6 0.78 0.73 0.67 0.94
8 0.72 0.66 0.61 0.92

10 0.66 0.60 0.54 0.90
12 0.61 0.53 0.45 0.83
14 0.56 0.48 0.42 0.87
16 0.52 0.43 0.37 0.85
18 0.48 0.39 0.33 0.84
20 0.44 0.36 0.29 0,82
22 0.40 0.33 0.24 0.80
24 0.37 0.28 0.20 0.78

Table II

Transm-tission Factors of 7x5O Binoculars
Coated with M-etallic Fluoride Fi]ins..*

Number Filn I aterial Left Barrel Ri_,ht Barrel

1010 •iagnesitum fluoride 0.71 0.72
1023 }[-nsi~u flaoride 0.75 0.72

1009 C'11ciun. fluoride 0.74 0.72
1028 C,-,ici',1m fluoride 0.72 0.00

972 Cryolite 0.75 0.71
1006 Cryolite 0.72 0.71

Transmission by imcoated binoculars - 0.55
These data ý,ere_,•,-ided by. the Optical 3ono , zsnin?•on_

Navy Yard.



Table III

Properties of Metallic Fluorides.

"Solubility
in prfams

n n Melting Boiling per 100 cc Hard-
Name Formula n e Point, °C. Point cold water ness

Magnesium
fluoride MgF 2  1.3781 1.39 1596 2259 0.0076 5

Calcium
fluoride CaF2  1.454 1560 - 0.001C 4

Sodium
aluminum
fluoride SNaF.A1F 3  1.564 1000 -- _! . 2.5

These data arc from thie Hýxndbook of Chem"istr-y and "r IC' (Chemical
Ruber Co.), 23rd ed., 560 ff.

The hardness sccle is: 1 Talc 6 Felcz ar
2 Rocl, salt 7 nuartz
, Calcite .
4 Fluorite 9 Cciv.ný'.-,
SApatite 10 Diz.ond
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Table I

Trans•ission by Glass Plates.
(No absorption losses are included.)

SNumber of Refractive Index Crown Glass Coated
Surfaces 1.50 1.575 1.65 with MgF 2

1 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.99
2 0.92 0.90 0.88 0.98
4 0.85 0.81 0.78 0.96
6 0.78 0.75. 0.67 0.94
a 0,72 0.66 0.61 0.92S 10 0.66 0.60 0,54 0.9012 0.61 0.53 0.45 0.88

14 0.56 0.48 0.42 0.87;•• 16 0,52 0,43 0.37 0.85
S 18 0,48 0139 0.35 0.84

20 0.44 0.36 0.29 0.82
2' 0.40 0.33 0.24 0.80
24 0.37 0.28 0.20 0.78

Table II

Transmission Factors of 7x50 Binoculars
Coated vrith Metallic Fluoride Films.*

Number Film -Iiaterial Left Barrel Right Barrel

1010 Magnesium fluoride 0.71 0.72
1023 Magnesium fluoride 0.73 0.72

1009 Calcium fluoride 0.74 0.72
1028 COlcium f2luoride 0.72 0.80

972 Cryolite 0.75 0.71
1006 Cryolite 0.72 0.71

Transm-ission by uncoated binoculars - 0.55

*These data w-ere .Drovided by the Optical Shop, 'ashington
Navy Yard,



Table III

Properties of Metallic Fluorides.

Solubility
in grams

n 0 n Melting Boiling per 100 cc Hard-
Name Formula o e Point *C. Point cold water ness

Mag'fesium
fluoride MgF 2  1.378, 1.39 1396 2239 0.0076 5

Calcium
fluoride CaF 2  1.434 1360 - 0.0016 4

Sodium
aluminum
fluoride 3NaF.AlF 3  1.364 1000 - 81. s. 2.5

These data are from tie H;ndbook of Chemistry and Phy3ics (Chemical
'Rubber Co.), 23rd ed., p. 360 ff.

The hardness scale is: 1 Talc 6 Feldspar
2 Rock salt 7 Quartz
3 Calcite 8 Topaz
4 Fluorite 9 Coru.ndum
5 Apatite 10 Dicunond

!'
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tAPPKNMIX A.

SOURCES OF SOPPLY

A. Metallic Fluoride Pow-.der

Eimier and Aniend, Ue:York,, ',.Y.
Baker -^ Co., Phillipsburý, N.J.

B. Platinum and other -ietals for Lfilaments

B cker -, Co.
American Pl-,tinum *.orks, Ne-tarkc, Y.J.

C. Oil Dif.Cusion Pxmp~s

Distillr7.tion P`ýroduvcts 3o., Roc'iest--r, I..Y.

Central Scientific Co., Ch.ic2:1.,oj Ill.
Kinney: U2cý. Co., astnVsa.
Beach-CaussNv Yorkr ,. Y.
And others lii3LcK in Th1omast -p-,ister o ix-,2ricfl >.eziufctar ers.

E.Vacuum 'Jaxes, Oils znc -,ý'aaes

Octoil T

Celvacene :-reaseý -4 Dstilli-tiocn Products Co.

Apiezon ,,T'~ax
"011 sealing comioounl. James 11iddle,F iai
A i ezon storcc ~s
Picein *wax

Glyptal lacquier - nrL lectrlc C:.

Cello Seal a zkŽs - ior 0..Pittsbrh

F.;Be~ Jars

Central Scier. in;
Li2ner andi *-:.'nd

and. t~a

For s~ecijl Da-'s -r c :ns'lt -7 rrin-: C'1a--, >ý., "'r.i~ ..

~*PressuIre 3au.-,es

Ionization g~aues
Pirani 7.::we L~ 4ictil~at-in Prl sCo.

(0 :ritinued)



..(Continued) rCentral Scientific Co.;

Thermocouple gauge General Electric Co.,
Special Products Division.

"Sylphon Bellows

Fulton Sylphon Co., Knoxville, Tenn.

Iv.don Bellows

Clifford Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

A
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Photograph through two gl.ass plates
coated niith N19 F2 over the central area.
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Photographs of 500 watt light with

zeiss f:4 planar lens, 8 surfaces.
Left: Uncoated. Right- Coated with CaF 2 .

Plate 2
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